
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR LOANS 

1. Costs 
For loans from The Nordic Museum’s collections, the cost is SEK 1,500 per object in Sweden 
and for international loans, SEK 5,500 per object. The borrower is responsible for all costs 
relating to transport in both directions. Packing and packaging, as well as particularly 
extensive conservation, may lead to additional costs. If objects are not returned within the 
agreed time, a reminder charge will be levied for each loan and each reminder. For loans in 
Sweden this charge is SEK 1,500, and for international loans it is SEK 2,500. 

If a courier is required, costs for travel, overnight accommodation and daily allowance will be 
charged extra. For loans outside of Sweden, overnight accommodation will be for at least 
two nights, and for loans outside of Europe at least three nights. Accommodation must be 
booked and paid for in advance by the borrower. Any expenses for public transport and 
similar costs will be invoiced in arrears by The Nordic Museum. 

2. Insurance 
Objects must be insured by the borrower, for the value specified by The Nordic Museum. 
Insurance must cover the entire loan period including transport of the objects in both 
directions between The Nordic Museum and the borrowing party, i.e. “from nail to nail” 
insurance. The borrower shall be held responsible for any loss or damage. A copy of the 
insurance certificate must be sent to The Nordic Museum in good time before an object is 
lent. 

3. Transport 
Transport will be carried out by a carrier approved by the museum, with documented 
experience of handling art and cultural artefacts. The following carriers are approved by The 
Nordic Museum: MTAB, Transport Department of Nationalmuseum, Safe TransArt. If the 
borrower wishes to use a different carrier, it must be approved by The Nordic Museum’s 
Loans Manager. The borrower shall book transport, time of transport and courier travel as 
agreed with the museum at least one month before the opening display date for loans in 
Sweden, and at least two months before the opening display date for loans outside of 
Sweden. 
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4. Condition report 
The objects must be checked against the accompanying condition report on unpacking and 
repacking. If any damage is discovered that does not tally with the report, the museum must 
be notified immediately. When a courier is required, the courier must check the objects with 
the borrower.  

5. Object handling, placement and security 
All objects must be handled, stored and placed in a satisfactory manner, so that they do not 
run the risk of being vulnerable to theft or damage of any kind. If anything like this occurs 
during the loan period, the museum must be notified immediately. If there is any doubt as to 
the handling, storage or placement of an object, the museum must be notified. Care or 
conservation measures may only be undertaken with the consent of The Nordic Museum. 

The objects may only be used in the context specified in the loan application. During the 
exhibition period, the objects must be placed in locked display cases. Framed objects must be 
hung using security devices. The objects must not be subjected to direct sunlight, UV light or 
strong artificial light. Any lighting that generates heat must be placed outside of the display 
case. The exhibition premises must be guarded. 

Some objects may call for specific measures to be taken with regard to display case security, 
limited exhibition time, climate control, climate registration and so on. If so, such measures 
will be specified under the loan agreement’s special terms and conditions.  

6. Specification of The Nordic Museum as the owner 
The Nordic Museum’s name must be shown in connection with borrowed objects in the 
exhibition, in the catalogue, online or in other publications issued by the borrower where the 
objects are presented. 

7. Photography, filming and video recording 
Photography, filming and video recording are permitted for documentation of the exhibition 
and for related press coverage. For other purposes, including press images of the object, 
special permission is required from the Nordic Museum archives, bild@nordiskamuseet.se  

8. Loan extension 
Should the borrower wish to extend the loan period, an extension application must be 
received at least four months before the end of the loan period. In the event of an extension 
the loan will be reassessed, and The Nordic Museum will inspect the climate conditions, 
security and the condition of the objects. If this entails inspection travel, the borrower shall 
cover any costs that may arise in relation to this. 

9. Return and completion 
The borrower is responsible for ensuring that borrowed objects are returned without delay 
at the end of the loan period. The borrower and the museum must agree on return transport 
no later than one month before the end of the loan period. If any of the borrowed objects 
are not exhibited, The Nordic Museum must be notified immediately. 
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After the end of the exhibition, The Nordic Museum would like to receive a copy of any 
publications relating to the exhibition for documentation purposes and in the interest of 
visitor statistics. 

10. Repossession 
The Nordic Museum retains the right to repossess loaned objects if the borrower does not 
meet the conditions outlined above, at the cost of the borrower. 

Susanna Janfalk 
Head of Department, Collections SÅ 11 November 2016 
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